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Abstract We study the boundedness and compactness of Toeplitz operators Ta on Bergman spaces
Ap(D), 1 < p < ∞. The novelty is that we allow distributional symbols. It turns out that the belonging of
the symbol to a weighted Sobolev space W −m,∞

ν (D) of negative order is sufficient for the boundedness of
Ta. We show the natural relation of the hyperbolic geometry of the disc and the order of the distribution.
A corresponding sufficient condition for the compactness is also derived.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this work is to find a general class of distributions a on the unit disc D

of the complex plane C, such that a Toeplitz operator with symbol a becomes well
defined and bounded on (reflexive) Bergman spaces. We provide a sufficient condition
for boundedness, which involves a natural connection of the order or singularity of the
distribution on one hand, and of the hyperbolic geometry of D on the other. Roughly, if
the symbol a is a kth-order distributional derivative of a bounded function b : D → C,
then the function b(z)ν(z)−k := b(z)(1 − |z|2)−k should be bounded (Theorem 3.1). More
precisely, the sufficient condition is expressed in terms of a belonging to a weighted
Sobolev space (see Definition 2.3). The corresponding sufficient condition for compactness
is given in Theorem 4.2.

Consider the space Lp := Lp(D), 1 � p � ∞, defined using the normalized area measure
dA on D and the Bergman space Ap, which is the closed subspace of Lp consisting of
analytic functions. The Bergman projection P is the orthogonal projection of L2 onto
A2, and it has the integral representation

Pf(z) =
∫

D

f(ζ)
(1 − zζ̄)2

dA(ζ).

c© 2011 The Edinburgh Mathematical Society 505
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It is also known to be a bounded projection of Lp onto Ap when 1 < p < ∞. For
an integrable function a : D → C and, say, bounded analytic functions f , the Toeplitz
operator Ta with symbol a is defined by setting

Taf = P (af).

Since P is bounded, it easily follows that Ta extends to a bounded operator Ap → Ap

for 1 < p < ∞, whenever a is a bounded measurable function. A more general sufficient
condition for the boundedness of Ta was recently given in [9]. The condition is a rather
weak requirement of the boundedness of certain ‘averages’ of a over hyperbolic rectangles
[9, Theorem 2.3].

As for distributional symbols, if a is a compactly supported distribution on D, one can
directly define the corresponding Toeplitz operator by

Taf(z) = 〈f(ζ)(1 − zζ̄)−2, a〉ζ , (1.1)

where 〈·, ·〉ζ denotes the dual pairing of the test function and distribution spaces and
the test function is considered as a function of the variable ζ, with z being a parameter.
However, this definition is not satisfactorily general, since L1-functions that are com-
pactly supported distributions are also compactly supported as functions. Below we give
a more general definition for distributional symbols, the supports of which do not have
any artificial restrictions, and the order of which may be arbitrary, though finite.

Obviously, our sufficient condition for boundedness seems quite different from the one
in [9], although both conditions are related to the hyperbolic geometry. The exact relation
of both conditions remains an open problem; the same holds, of course, for the problem
of how close any of the conditions is to also being necessary.

For an account of recent developments in the study of boundedness of Toeplitz opera-
tors, see [7]. Distribution symbols were used in [2], but for different purposes than in the
present work. Other related works are [3], [5], [8] (for the case p = 1), [11], [12] and [14]
(see also the references in [7,10]).

Notation and terminology

We follow the definitions and terminology used in [4,6] for general theory of distribu-
tions. For Sobolev spaces, we refer the reader to [1]. For operator theory and analytic
function spaces, in particular Bergman spaces, see [13]. By C, C ′, C1, c, etc. (respec-
tively, Cn, etc.), we denote positive constants independent of functions, variables or
indices occurring in the given calculations (respectively, depending only on n). These
may vary from place to place, but not in the same group of inequalities. For the norm of
an element f of a Banach function space X we use the notation ‖f ; X‖. For the oper-
ator norm of a bounded linear operator T : X → Y , we write ‖T : X → Y ‖. In what
follows we consider various function and distribution spaces, all of which are defined on
D unless otherwise stated. The standard space of distributions on the disc is denoted by
D′ = D′(D). The order of a multi-index α ∈ N

2, where N := {0, 1, 2, . . . }, is denoted by
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|α| := α1 + α2. The notation α � β for the multi-indices α, β means that αj � βj for
j = 1, 2. For derivatives, the notation Dαf stands for

∂α1

∂xα1

∂α2

∂yα2
f

if f is a function of z = x + iy, where x, y ∈ R, and α is a multi-index. The same
notation is used for both classical and distributional derivatives. We also write Dα

ζ f if
it is necessary to indicate the same differentiation of a function f with respect to its
variable ζ. For an analytic function f , we denote by f (l) the lth derivative with respect
to z ∈ C for all l ∈ N.

2. Weighted Sobolev spaces

We define the standard weight function ν : D → R
+ by

ν(z) = 1 − |z|2. (2.1)

Given m ∈ N, we denote by Wm,1
ν := Wm,1

ν (D) the weighted Sobolev space consisting of
measurable functions f on D such that the distributional derivatives satisfy

‖f ; Wm,1
ν ‖ :=

∑
|α|�m

‖Dαf(z); L1
ν|α|‖

:=
∑

|α|�m

∫
D

|Dαf(z)|ν(z)|α| dA(z)

r < ∞. (2.2)

Remark 2.1. For readers who are unfamiliar with the details of Sobolev spaces we
recall that the space C∞

0 (D) of compactly supported infinitely smooth functions on the
disc is not dense in the unweighted Sobolev space Wm,1(D) [1, Chapter 3]. This unpleas-
ant fact complicates the treatment of the dual space.

However, the following fact holds in the weighted case. The result is known, but we
sketch the proof for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 2.2. The subspace C∞
0 := C∞

0 (D) is dense in Wm,1
ν .

Proof. First we remark that if the support of a g ∈ Wm,1
ν (D) is contained in a compact

disc Ωr := {|z| � r} with 0 < r < 1, then it can be approximated in Wm,1
ν (D) by an

element of C∞
0 (D). This follows from [1, Lemma 3.15] by choosing the set Ω′ there to be

a disc Ωs with s > r. The convergence limε→0 Jε ∗ g = g in Wm,1(Ω′) (using the notation
of the citation) also implies the convergence in Wm,1

ν (D).
Consequently, it suffices to approximate an arbitrary f ∈ Wm,1

ν by a compactly sup-
ported element of Wm,1

ν . To this end, note that it is possible to define a sequence of
radial cut-off functions χn ∈ C∞

0 , n = 4, 5, 6, . . . , such that χn(z) = χn(|z|) for z ∈ D,
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0 � χn(r) � 1 for all 0 � r < 1, χn(r) = 1 for 0 � r � 1 − 3/n, χn(r) = 0 for
1 − 1/n � r � 1, and such that, for all k ∈ N,

dkχn(r)
drk

∣∣∣∣ � Cknk (2.3)

for all 0 < r < 1. In fact, we can define χn as the usual convolution

χn(r) =
∫ ∞

−∞
X[−1+2/n,1−2/n](�)Jn(r − �) d�, (2.4)

where X[−1+2/n,1−2/n] is the characteristic function of the interval [−1 + 2/n, 1 − 2/n]
and Jn is the standard mollifier

Jn(r) =

{
Cne−1/(1−(nr)2) if |r| � 1/n,

0 if |r| > 1/n,

and C > 0 is a constant independent of n making the integral∫ ∞

−∞
Jn dr

equal to 1. The property (2.3) now follows by differentiating Jn under the integral sign
in (2.4).

A good approximation of a given f ∈ Wm,p
ν is then χnf for a sufficiently large n. To

see this, in the case m = 1, for example, we define Dn := {z | |z| � 1 − 3/n} and estimate
one of the terms (α = (1, 0)) in (2.2) as∫

D

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂x
(f − χnf)

∣∣∣∣ν dA �
∫

D

∣∣∣∣∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣|1 − χn|ν dA +
∫

D

|f |
∣∣∣∣∂χn

∂x

∣∣∣∣ν dA

� C

∫
Dn

∣∣∣∣∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣ν dA + C

∫
Dn

|f |n
(

1 −
(

1 − 3
n

))
dA

= C

∫
Dn

∣∣∣∣∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣ν dA + C ′
∫

Dn

|f | dA, (2.5)

where we used the facts that ∂χn/∂x vanishes outside Dn and |∂χn/∂x| � Cn on Dn

by (2.3). Now (2.5) approaches 0 as n → ∞, since the area of Dn tends to 0 and the
integrals ∫

D

|f | dA and
∫

D

∣∣∣∣∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣ν dA

are bounded (by ‖f ; Wm,1
ν ‖). The other terms in (2.2) have similar or easier estimates,

which proves the lemma for m = 1.
The idea for the higher m is similar: the higher powers of ν in (2.2) cancel out the

growth of higher derivatives in (2.3). �

As a consequence of this, it is possible to describe the dual space.
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Definition 2.3. Given m ∈ N we denote by W−m,∞
ν := W−m,∞

ν (D) the (weighted
Sobolev) space consisting of distributions a on D, which can be written in the form

a =
∑

0�|α|�m

(−1)|α|Dαbα, (2.6)

where

bα ∈ L∞
ν−|α| := L∞

ν−|α|(D), (2.7)

i.e.

‖bα; L∞
ν−|α|‖ := ess sup

D

ν(z)−|α||bα(z)| < ∞. (2.8)

Here every bα is considered as a distribution like a locally integrable function, and the
identity (2.6) contains distributional derivatives.

Given such an a, the representation (2.6) is not unique in general. Hence, we define
the norm of a by

‖a‖ := ‖a; W−m,∞
ν ‖ := inf max

0�|α|�m
‖bα; L∞

ν−|α|‖, (2.9)

where the infimum is taken over all representations (2.6).

Lemma 2.4. The dual of Wm,1
ν is isometrically isomorphic to W−m,∞

ν with respect
to the dual pairing

〈f, a〉 :=
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

(Dαf)bα dA, (2.10)

where f ∈ Wm,1
ν , a ∈ W−m,∞

ν and the functions bα are as in (2.6).

Proof. First, define the Banach space products

X :=
∏

|α|�m

L1
ν|α|(D), Y :=

∏
|α|�m

L∞
ν−|α|(D),

which have the norms

‖f ; X‖ =
∑

|α|�m

‖fα; L1
ν|α|‖ (2.11)

and

‖g; Y ‖ = max
|α|�m

, ‖gα; L∞
ν−|α|‖, (2.12)

where f = (fα) ∈ X and g = (gα) ∈ Y . Since L∞
ν−|α|(D) is the dual of L1

ν|α|(D) with
respect to the standard dual pairing

〈h, k〉 =
∫

D

hk dA,
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Y is also the dual of X with respect to the pairing

〈f, a〉 :=
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

fαgα dA, (2.13)

and the dual norm of X∗ coincides with the norm of Y . This is well known, but it can
also be proven following the argument of [1, (3.7)].

Next we claim that, for every element L in the dual space (Wm,1
ν )∗, there exists an

element g = (gα) ∈ Y such that

L(f) =
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

(Dαf)gα dA (2.14)

for all f ∈ Wm,1
ν . Moreover, ‖L; X∗‖ = inf ‖g; Y ‖, where the infimum is taken over all

g = (gα) such that the above identity holds.
The proof of these facts follows that of [1, Theorem 3.8]. First, the operator P : Wm,1

ν →
X, Pf = (Dαf) is an isometry. Defining W := P (Wm,1

ν ) ⊂ X, a linear functional L∗ is
defined on W by

L∗(Pf) = L(f), f ∈ Wm,1
ν .

Since P is isometric, L∗ ∈ W ∗ and ‖L∗; W ∗‖ = ‖L; (Wm,1
ν )∗‖. We denote by L̃ the Hahn–

Banach extension of L∗ to all of X and, using the above described duality, we find a
g = (gα) ∈ Y such that

L̃(f) =
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

fαgα dA for f = (fα) ∈ X.

Thus, if f ∈ Wm,1
ν , then

L(f) = L∗(Pf) = L̃(Pf) =
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

(Dαf)gα dA

and, moreover, ‖L; (Wm,1
ν )∗‖ = ‖g; Y ‖.

If h ∈ Y is another element such that (2.14) holds, it corresponds to an extension of
L∗, and thus ‖h; Y ‖ is at least ‖L; (Wm,1

ν )∗‖. This completes the proof of the claims.
Assume that L ∈ (Wm,1

ν )∗ and the corresponding g ∈ Y are given. We observe that L

is an extension to Wm,1
ν of the distribution

T =
∑

|α|�m

(−1)|α|Dαgα, (2.15)

where the derivatives are distributional and gα is the distribution

ϕ 	→
∫

D

gαϕ dA

for the test functions ϕ. This follows directly by applying (2.14) and (2.15) to an arbitrary
test function. Finally, by Lemma 2.2, the extension of (2.15) to Wm,1

ν is unique (for details
of this argument, see the proof of Theorem 3.9 of [1]). The correspondence of L and this
unique extension of T establish the statement of the lemma. �
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Remark 2.5. Let a ∈ W−m,∞
ν be given. Although the representation (2.6) is not

unique, the value of the expression on the right-hand side of (2.10) is. This follows from
the duality theory presented above.

3. Boundedness of Toeplitz operators with distributional symbols

In what follows, a is a distribution on D having a finite order. Assuming a belongs to
a weighted Sobolev space described in the previous section, we give the definition of a
Toeplitz operator with symbol a, and prove its boundedness on reflexive Bergman spaces.
We remark that this result can be applied, for example, to all compactly supported
distributions, but since such distributions actually determine compact operators, this
case is only considered in the next section.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that the distribution a ∈ D′ belongs to W−m,∞
ν for some m.

Then the Toeplitz operator Ta, defined by the formula

Taf(z) =
∑

0�|α|�m

∫
D

(
Dα

ζ

f(ζ)
(1 − zζ̄)2

)
bα(ζ) dA(ζ), f ∈ Ap, (3.1)

is well defined and bounded Ap → Ap for all 1 < p < ∞. The resulting operator is
independent of the choice of the representation (2.6). Moreover, there is a constant C > 0
such that

‖Ta : Ap → Ap‖ � C‖a; W−m,∞
ν ‖. (3.2)

Proof. To prove the boundedness, let us fix a representation (2.6) such that

‖a; W−m,∞
ν ‖ � 1

2 max
0�|α|�m

‖bα; L∞
ν−|α|‖. (3.3)

Since 2|1 − zζ̄| � 1 − |ζ| we can estimate, for every f ∈ Ap,

∑
0�|α|�m

∣∣∣∣Dα
ζ

f(ζ)
(1 − zζ̄)2

∣∣∣∣|bα(ζ)|

� C
∑

|α|�m

∑
β�α

|(Dβf)(ζ)Dα−β
ζ (1 − zζ̄)−2||bα(ζ)|

� C1

∑
|α|�m

∑
β�α

|(Dβf)(ζ)(1 − zζ̄)−2−|α|+|β|||bα(ζ)|

� C2

∑
|α|�m

∑
β�α

|(Dβf)(ζ)(1 − zζ̄)−2|(1 − |ζ|2)−|α|+|β||bα(ζ)|

� C3‖a; W−m,∞
ν ‖

∑
|α|�m

∑
β�α

|(Dβf)(ζ)(1 − zζ̄)−2|(1 − |ζ|2)|β|

� C4‖a; W−m,∞
ν ‖

m∑
j=0

|f (j)(ζ)|(1 − |ζ|2)j

|1 − zζ̄|2
. (3.4)
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Note that |Dβf | = |f (|β|)| for all analytic functions. We now recall that, given g ∈ Ap,
the functions |g(l)(z)|(1 − |z|2)l belong to Lp with norms bounded by Cl‖g‖p [13, The-
orem 4.28]. Moreover, the maximal Bergman projection is bounded on Lp, i.e. for some
constant C > 0, ∥∥∥∥

∫
D

|g(ζ)|
|1 − zζ̄|2

dA(ζ)
∥∥∥∥

p

� C‖g‖p

for all g ∈ Lp [13, Corollary 3.13]. These facts, together with the definition (3.1) and the
estimate (3.4), prove that Tf ∈ Ap with the norm estimate (3.2).

The uniqueness of the definition (3.1) is a direct consequence of Remark 2.5 as soon
as we prove that, for all f ∈ Ap and every fixed z ∈ D, the function

Fz(ζ) :=
f(ζ)

(1 − zζ̄)2
(3.5)

of the variable ζ belongs to the Sobolev space Wm,1
ν . But this follows from the pre-

viously cited result that |f (l)(ζ)|(1 − |ζ|2)l ∈ Lp ⊂ L1 for all l ∈ N. We also obtain
|(Dα

ζ Fz)(ζ)|(1 − |ζ|2)|α| ∈ L1 for all α, |α| � m, since the factor (1 − zζ̄)−2 and all of
its derivatives are bounded functions of ζ (for a fixed z). �

A non-trivial example is the symbol

a := b(0,0) + D(1,0)b(1,0) = b(0,0) +
∂

∂x
b(1,0), (3.6)

where, for z = x + iy = reiθ,

b(0,0)(z) =

{
0 if x � 0,

2x if x > 0

and

b(1,0)(z) =

{
0 if x � 0,

1 − r2 if x > 0.

Note that b(1,0) can be written as the product Y (x)(1 − r2), where Y is the usual step
function of one real variable. Denoting by δ0(x) the Dirac measure of 0 with respect to
the variable x ∈ R, we get

a = b(0,0) + D(1,0)b(1,0)

= b(0,0) + (D(1,0)Y (x))(1 − r2) + Y (x)D(1,0)(1 − r2)

= δ0(x)(1 − r2)

= δ0(x)(1 − y2),

since D(1,0)(1 − r2) = −2x. The symbol a is thus a weighted Dirac measure of the line
segment {z ∈ D | Re z = 0}. Clearly, a ∈ W−1,∞

ν , and it hence defines a bounded Toeplitz
operator Ap → Ap. Note that the support of a is not compact in D.
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4. Compactness of Toeplitz operators with distributional symbols

We start with a remark on distributional symbols with compact supports.

Proposition 4.1. Any distribution a ∈ D′ with compact support belongs to the
Sobolev space W−m,∞

ν . Via the formula (3.1), it defines a Toeplitz operator that is a
compact operator Ap → Ap.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. A well-known basic result in distribution theory (see, for
example, [6, Theorem 6.26]) states that any compactly supported distribution a has a
finite order m and can be presented as

a =
∑

|α|�m

Dαbα,

where the functions bα can be assumed to be continuous and supported in an arbitrary
neighbourhood V of supp a. In particular, we may assume that the closure V̄ is a com-
pact subset of D. Trivially, such functions bα satisfy (2.8); hence, a ∈ W−m,∞

ν . Also, the
compactness of the supports of bα implies that the operator (3.1) is compact on Ap. �

Theorem 4.2. Assume that the symbol a ∈ D′ belongs to W−m,∞
ν for some m. The

Toeplitz operator Ta, (3.1), is compact if a has a representation (2.6) such that the
functions bα satisfy

lim
r→1

ess sup
|z|�r

ν(z)−|α||bα(z)| = 0. (4.1)

Proof. If the functions bα, 0 � |α| � m, are as in (4.1) and 0 < r < 1, we define, for
all α, the compactly supported functions

bα,r(z) =

{
bα(z) if |z| � r,

0 if |z| > r.

We also define the compactly supported distribution

ar =
∑

0�|α|�m

(−1)|α|Dαbα,r, (4.2)

where the derivatives are again distributional. By Proposition 4.1, the Toeplitz operator
Tar : Ap → Ap is compact for every r. On the other hand, due to the definition (2.9), the
property (4.1) and the norm estimate (3.2), the operator norm

‖Ta − Tar : Ap → Ap‖ = ‖Ta−ar : Ap → Ap‖

can be made arbitrarily small choosing r close enough to 1. Hence, Ta must be a compact
operator. �
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Returning to the example (3.6), let us redefine the functions b(0,0) and b(1,0) by

b(0,0)(z) =

{
0 if x � 0,

2cx(1 − r2)c−1 if x > 0

and

b(1,0)(z) =

{
0 if x � 0,

(1 − r2)c if x > 0,

where c > 1 is arbitrary. Again, the symbol is a weighted Dirac measure of the line
segment {z ∈ D | Re z = 0} with non-compact support. Moreover, in this case the
resulting Toeplitz operator Ap → Ap is even compact.
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